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Flexible and Fully Utilized Solutions
Having a response team on call will save your organization plenty of money. This is because the team only works 
when there is an incident or a need, giving companies a holistic, fully utilized response team for less than a single 
full-time employee. With a 100% work time helping to save companies during no-incident periods, they can use that 
to forward the business and rest assured that if a problem arises, our team is there.

Expert Experience at Your Fingertips
LIFARS’ Incident Response Team provides industry experts to any incident or suspected breach that may 
occur. Our 24/7 availability and immediate deployment gives organizations the confidence to know that they 
can depend on LIFARS at all times. With fast remote support or an in person, on site review, LIFARS will be 
there to help. In addition, with our new mobile app, LIFARS support can respond to emergencies even faster.

Emergency Response Team
as a Service

Solution Summary
LIFARS understands that each day your business is at risk, opportunities are lost. As a result, we work to respond 
with our on-call service to guarantee that time is minimized between communicating the problem and resolving the 
issue.



Increased Cybersecurity Maturity
BBefore any incident occurs, LIFARS’ team conducts a Cybersecurity Maturity 
Assessment to determine the current breach readiness, environment hardiness, 
and ensures there has been no compromise already. This helps companies to 
minimize an incident by getting all the documentation, planning, and preparation 
done before an incident occurs. It also helps to minimize damages by improving 
the security levels within your organization so it can withstand a breach or an 
attempted breach.

Pre-paid protection helps prevent hacks or limit their size and 
scope. Often, we have seen breaches shortly after they occur, 
stopping them before major damage took place. This regularly 
saves 90% of the cost of a breach.

Data Breach Loss Minimized
BBy ensuring your company has a team on call, under contract, with an 
understanding of your environment, and a personal relationship with your 
company, the time needed to respond to an incident will be greatly reduced. And 
time is money. By having a team already prepared for an incident at any 
moment, there is no scrambling for companies when a breach occurs - no more 
chaotic “who do we call?” panics. Just a simple call, email, or an app 
button-press away.

About LIFARS

LILIFARS is a New York City based digital 
forensics and cybersecurity intelligence 
firm. At LIFARS, we believe that 
cybersecurity is a matter of trust. Our 
solutions are based on best practices and 
personal hands-on experiences. LIFARS 
continuously explores the latest 
inninnovations in the cybersecurity field and 
always seeks to find what is shaping 
tomorrow's industry landscape.

Ranked as the #2 
cybersecurity firm in New 
York City on the 
Cybersecurity 500 list.

Other Solutions Available:

Data Breach Response

Digital Forensics

Threat Intelligence

Penetration Testing

Infrastructure Hardening

Network MonNetwork Monitoring

Emergency Response Team

Database and Web
Application Security

Compromise Assessment Test

Cybersecurity and Compliance

Mobile Application Security

See how LIFARS can secure 
your digital world by visiting
LIFARS.com


